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Elliot groaned as the bathtub sized boat he had managed to squeeze his 

elephant sized body into rocked back and forth on the sloshing sea.  His grey 

skin, now green, stunk with regret and evaporated hope.

     “I feel so sick,” he blathered out over strings of ever thickening saliva 

clinging to his bottom lip and eventually collecting on his naked belly after 

its greasy, thrashing descent.  The boat’s sail hung limply below the 

makeshift mast.  The wind was still.  The sea on the other hand, ever present, 

battered his boat with relentless greetings of unwanted waves.  



     Eliot, now too lost in sickness, couldn’t remember his last hope.  That 

desire, that dream of wanting, of needing to be left alone, to be still, to be 

bypassed and invisible to the sea’s unyielding presence and its power.  The 

power to grab hold of his stomach and squeeze.  The power to turn his grey 

flesh green.  The power to hold him captive.

     How long could this last, he wondered?  How long could the sea possibly 

keep up this ferocious pace?  A different voice yet still internal answered, 

Forever? 

     His stomach retched.  It twisted.  It summersaulted and threatened to 

start… no, he couldn’t even think it.  But the notion was there.  The dry 

heaves, those horrible, painful, useless contractions threatened yet again and 

that whisper, that intimidating murmur filled his psyche with terror.  Had 

he a companion on that vessel with him, they would have seen that terror 

reflected his eyes jarring around in their sockets, but he had no companion. 

Elliot was utterly alone in the middle of this ass whooping of a fight, and the 

funny thing was, he had chosen to engage in it.  This battle was by choice.



     Elliot drew in his bottom lip and did his best to swallow as fresh waves 

smacked him this way and that and somehow, inside that beating he gained 

a little control and forced that nagging gag reflex back into the splashing 

churn of his stomach juice.         

     It would be magnificent, perhaps even blissful he thought, to vomit 

instead of going through another session of the dry heaves but there was no 

way he was going to be able to drink much less eat in this nauseous state. 

He had to stop, had to stop thinking about his mouth.  The dry heaves would 

hear.  They would return and once they started, it was near impossible to 

make them stop. 

     He wanted to stretch, wanted to adjust his posture, wanted to kneel, 

maybe even stand, but the boat was too small for his massive body to shift 

around in.  If he fell out, and he most likely would, there was no way he 

could drag his weakened body back inside, not in that thrashing 

environment of ascending and descending motion sickening waves and not 

without capsizing his vessel.  Not without losing all his rations.  The mast 



might break, the sail could rip…no, moving inside the boat was not an 

option.  But the boat itself—

     I’ve got to move.  I’ve got to get out of here, he told himself.   I have got to 

push forward.  And so, after an internal grappling match between giving up 

vs continuing to fight, Elliot found the strength to breath.  He breathed 

shallow breaths at first, attempting to control his misbehaving stomach, ever 

threatening to quiver, threatening to shake, threatening to start flexing 

violently over and over and over again until he wished he were dead.  

     Breathe, he told himself. 

     He thought about how stupid he had been.  How stupid it seemed now, 

in the midst of this turmoil, the idea, that insane idea to cross the great 

ocean…why?  For some possible hope, some whisper of a promise.  Some 

ridiculous belief in himself that he had what it took to succeed?  

     “No, don’t let your head go there,” he mumbled through a mouth trying 

to water, trying to lube itself up for another stomach contorting round of—  

     Breathe.

     His back felt weak.  



     Breathe.

     His head whipped around.

     Breath.

     He could feel the waiting convulses, those lurching actions knocking—  

“Stop, don’t think like that.”  Just breathe.  But the ocean kept twisting and 

twirling the little boat in the palm of its contorting hand.  Water kept 

pelting, splashing mist and spraying drops of stinging ocean over his 

untamed rocking body.  The boat, he thought.  If only I could make it stop.  

If only I could steady the boat?  Then, as quickly as the question was asked, 

the answer presented itself.   His wings!  Of course!  The answer was in his 

wings!  He could extend those big beautiful purple wings of his, stretch them 

outwards as wide as they could go and perhaps, just maybe those 

magnificent wings with their impressive spread could help steady him, could 

help steady the boat against the turbulent ocean’s wrath.  And so with much 

relief Elliot stretched his wings out as far as they would go and sure enough 

the boat steadied.  The waves now broke over his wings before hitting the 



boat and the little vessel keeping him afloat in that vast cosmic unknown 

stabilized, not a lot but enough.

     Then he thought about moving.  He thought about having to move the 

boat.  He thought about needing to move the boat.  

     Breathe.

     He stared up at the sail, his eyes white, lifeless, like zombie eyes.  Why?  

He wasn’t dead in the water, not yet at least.  He wasn’t a lifeless zombie.  

He was an elephant!  He was a winged elephant with a dream.  He was a 

winged elephant with desire.  He was a winged elephant with the tools to 

accomplish that in which he had set out to do!  And so he focused on his 

lungs and began taking deeper and deeper breaths, using only his mouth, 

attempting to master the dry heaves, taming them into a meeker version of 

their former self.  Finally, when he was able to fill his lungs to half capacity, 

he began exhaling through his trunk.  

     In through the mouth and out through the trunk.  In through the mouth 

and out through the trunk.  He told himself this over and over and over 

again.  In the same fashion of the waves battering his boat he battered his 



brain with this distraction, with this meditation, with this mantra, with this 

engine.  The limp sheet hanging from the mast heard his song and 

responded in turn.  The sail rippled.  In through the mouth and out through 

the trunk.  In through the mouth and out through the trunk.  Slowly, Elliot 

increased his depth of breath and the sail, proofed out in front of him as if it 

were itself, a functioning lung.   

     He heard quacking and looked up to see a Flat Bill Stuttering King bird 

and her three children flying overhead.  They were of the Pragmatic species, 

a class of flightless, down-to-earth birds who, somewhere in their evolution, 

had learned to build wings of flight from discarded scrap metal, springs and 

bolts.  His trip it seemed to coincided with their annual migration.  A 

migration in which they used to swim but now flew.  But these birds were 

here and then gone and Elliot continued with his mantra.  

     Eventually, through hard work, determination, and an unyielding need 

to succeed, Elliot accomplished his mighty goal and arrived on the other side, 

and he did it the only way he knew how. He did it, the hard way.



    


